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Abstract— Ad hoc network is an infrastructure less, self-configuring and dynamic network where the nodes are able to forward the information to other nodes based on connectivity and routing algorithm they follow. Recently, the concept of this ad hoc networking has been introduced among aircrafts for providing in-flight communication and to manage increased flow of data produced by civil aviation. The aircraft communication can be established either by satellites or cellular based systems. Utilizing satellites for the communication is very expensive and prone to high propagation delay. The cellular based systems provide direct link to aircraft with minimum cost and less delay. As the line-of-sight range of cellular systems is limited, the aircraft over the oceanic regions is unable to communicate with ground stations. Aiming at overcoming the demerits associated with aforementioned technologies for aircraft communication, the Aeronautical Ad hoc networks has been developed, which creates ad hoc network among aircrafts where each aircraft is self-aware nodes and communicates with ground stations and other aircrafts irrespective of their flight region. AANET shares has some similarities with existing wireless ad hoc networks whilst having unique challenges in supporting greater mobility, size of network, node density and bandwidth limitations. Because of this unique challenges, routing in this AANET is a difficult task. In this paper, various routing algorithms for AANET with its merits and demerits has been thoroughly studied. Finally, the unsolved problems and research issues of routing in AANET are identified.

Index Terms— Aeronautical Ad hoc Network, in-flight communication, satellite based systems, cellular based systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The AANET is an emerging research area, which enables the communication between air-air and air-ground beyond the sender's radio range. Each aircraft is self-ware and acts as relays, receivers and senders for data transmission [1]. In the continental areas, the in-flight communication is feasible with both cellular system and satellite systems. The cellular based systems provide direct link to aircraft with minimum cost and less delay. But, the line-of-sight range of cellular systems is limited, the aircraft flying over the oceanic regions or remote Polar Regions is unable to communicate with ground stations. For connecting with ground while flying over such regions, aircraft can make use of satellite-based systems [2]-[4], which provide a link between two transceivers by using satellites as relay. Satellite-based systems can cover wider area at relatively high speed, but at the expense of high cost and long delay. The Fig.1 shows the typical architecture of an aeronautical environment where the communication is taken place among three layers.

In Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), the mobile nodes collaborate with each other to form dynamic network without any centralized infrastructure. With this autonomous self-organizing characteristics, the mobile nodes can freely move anywhere.

VANET is a subset of MANET, where the mobile nodes are moving vehicles approximately 100 to 300 meters of each other to stay in connection and form a network with a wide range. As vehicles move out of the range of signal and fall out of the network, other can join in, connecting vehicles to one another. AANET is a variation of VANET, where mobile vehicles are self-aware aircrafts which construct communication between air-air and air-ground infrastructure.

Although, AANET shares some common characteristics with other ad hoc networks, it gets differentiated because of several critical design considerations such as greater mobility, mobility model, node density, time-varying channels, poor link reliability and quick topology changes. Node movements in MANET and VANET are relatively slow when comparing with AANET. According to [5], an aircraft is capable of moving at a speed of 30–460 km/h, and this impact severely in several challenging communication design problems [1]. In the case of mobility model, MANET and VANET motilities are predictable to some extent. In AANET, though aircrafts fly in predetermined path, for safety and security purposes the path may be recalculated. Choosing the mobility model accordingly is a noticeable issue. Moreover, the aircrafts are scattered over the sky with several kilometers distance between aircrafts and because of the high speed of aircrafts and link outages the topology changes quickly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with routing challenges in AANET. Section III covers various routing algorithms for AANET. Section IV provides insight on open research challenges and Section V concludes this paper.

II. ROUTING CHALLENGES IN AANET

The AANET's unique features demand the researcher to construct new routing algorithms as the MANET or VANET routing algorithms can't be adopted into different scenarios of AANET. The following factors make the routing process difficult.

1. High mobility: The mobility degree of aircrafts is very high ranging from 350-300m/s. This higher degree of mobility leads to unpredictable mobility pattern.

2. Frequent topology changes: Due to the greater mobility, the topology is rapidly changing than MANET and VANET. Other factors for frequent topology changes are aircraft platform failure and link outages. Whenever the aircraft platform fails, the link with connected aircraft fails.

3. Sparse distribution of the ground stations: The number of ground infrastructure is minimum and also the line-of-sight is limited. Therefore gaining in-flight communication from the ground station is a difficult task [5],[6].
4. Limited bandwidth: AANET has character of long communication distance and limited bandwidth of in area of U/VHF band. This factor demands the effective utilization of bandwidth resources [7].

5. Node Density: The aircrafts are scattered in sky. The distance between aircrafts is several kilometers. So the transmission range of each aircrafts needs to high to stay in contact with other aircrafts.

III. ROUTING PROTOCOLS IN AANET

1. GLSR: Geographic Load Share Routing

The goal of this protocol is to come up with multiple path between source and destination to mitigate congestion the in moderate and high density TDMA based aeronautical ad hoc networks. GLSR extends Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing protocol for wireless networks. In GPSR, the packets are forwarded to geographically closest neighbor of destination [15] - [17]. Each packet arrives at a sender node will be stored in the transmission queue. If the packet arrival rate at sender node is higher than the number of slots assigned to the link between available between source and detonation, then the queuing delay of packets will be increased, eventually results in drooping of packets. This problem is overcome in GPSR by maximizing the packet's advance towards destination and minimizing the queuing delay. The packet's advance is the difference between distances of source and neighbor towards destination. The simultaneous achievement of minimized queuing delay and maximized packets’ advance is not possible.

The GLSR protocol considers speed of advance metric of packet to find the appropriate neighbor towards destination. The speed of advance metric denotes the ratio between packet's advance and queuing delay. A sender node before transmitting the packet, first estimates the speed of advance of neighbors on the way to destination. The node with maximum speed of advance is chosen as the next hop for forwarding packets to destination. In this way, GLSR achieves load sharing among all neighbors.


AeroRP [19] is a domain specific geolocation-assisted routing protocol designed for dynamic airborne ad hoc networks. The main focus of AeroRP is to find out efficient and stable path for air-air and air-ground communication to route data packets amongst aircraft nodes (ANs) and back to a ground station (GS). The selection of stable path is achieved by incorporating specialized relay nodes (RNs), which equipped with enhanced communication capabilities to assist the routing of data by the aircrafts. Each aircraft may use other aircrafts or RNs as next hops in order to forward the packets to their destination in case of assigned aircraft may not be within transmission range of the ground station or target aircraft within a stipulated time.

The basic operation of AeroRP consists of two phases. In the first phase, the airborne nodes acquires knowledge of its neighbors and makes a list of available neighbors at any given point in time. Two different mechanisms are employed to aid the neighbor discovery, which includes broadcasting beacon messages periodically and storing geo-path information in actual data packets. The second phase of this protocol deals with neighbor discovery, which attempts to find the appropriate next hop to forward the data packets to destination. Each aircraft maintains neighbor table and by periodically updating this neighbor table with the use of method in first phase, each node knows the location of destination. The proper next hop is chosen based on the smallest Time to Intercept (TTI) value to forward each data packets. TTI is computed as follows:

\[ TTI = \frac{[(\text{euclidean distance between neighbor and destination}) - \text{Transmission Range}]}{\text{Relative Velocity of the neighbor}} \]

Smallest time to intercept (TTI) indicates the time for a node to be within transmission range of the destination if it continues on its current trajectory. The TTI is the primary metric which is used for selecting the next hop for packet transfer to destination. The sender first calculates the TTI value of its neighbor by using the neighbor table to know whether it is in the transmission range of the destination or not and select the next hop.
There is a special case that the nodes which are in the transmission range of destination don't need to travel in the same direction of destination. To incorporate this situation the TTI is again refined based on the moving direction of the neighbor node. TTI is categorized as zero TTI and Negative TTI. The Zero TTI indicates that the neighbor node is not in the transmission range of the destination and moving away from the destination. The negative TTI indicates that the neighbor node is in the transmission range of the destination and moving towards the destination.

AeroRP works in three mode while forwarding the packets. They are Ferry, Buffer and Drop. In Ferry mode, the local node (node having holding the packet) keeps the packet in queue indefinitely until it discovers the neighbor node with lowest TTI than the local node. In Buffer mode, the local node keeps the packet with definite time until it finds the neighbor node with lowest TTI than the local node. In Drop mode, the packets in the local node are dropped.

3. PLAR: Path Link Availability Routing

The PLAR routing proposes new topology control mechanism to increase the routing path duration by using the aircraft densities along with the topology construction methods in highly mobile aeronautical ad hoc networks [24]. The philosophy behind this protocol is, increasing the path duration results in lower probability of link break up when aircrafts is fast moving. In order to attain this scope, it combines the proposed topology control mechanism with OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing) [25]. This routing introduces two mobility models for aircrafts in AANET considering the flight direction. Three topology control mechanisms are designed to come up with the stable, unstable and controlling the topology based on the stability of the link respectively. The assumptions made by this protocol are as follows,

1. The link is established between two is only when the distance between two nodes should be less than or equal to the transmission range of that two nodes.
2. The link between two high speed nodes remains active when the velocity of nodes are equal.
3. The link between two high speed nodes breaks up when the velocity of nodes changes according to time.

Based on the above assumptions, PLAR frames two mobility models.

Mobility Model 1: The link established by two aircrafts in same direction ensures the higher probability of keeping the path long time than in opposite direction.

This mobility model minimizes the probability of link break up only for multi-hop routing. In the case of smaller density aircraft in the same direction won't ensure the long path duration. This neglected situation is covered in the second mobility model.

Mobility Model 2: The newest link created between two aircrafts in the opposite direction increases the probability of keeping the link for longer time than the old link existed on that air lane.

Based on the framed node mobility model, three topology control mechanisms has been designed based on the link stability.

Mechanism 1: Long Time Available Link Recognition

This method searches for the long time available links between two nodes move in same direction. For that, the stability of link is assessed and compared with the threshold link stability. The threshold link stability is calculated as follows:

Threshold link stability = (2*transmission range of nodes)/((velocity of nodes-(3*normal distribution of velocity of nodes)*time period))

After the link creation between two nodes in same direction, the number of beacon messages transferred between that nodes is noted down and if that value is greater than the calculated threshold stability value, then that link is identified as long time available link.

Mechanism 2: Short Time Available Link Recognition

This method identifies the link established between two nodes in same or opposite direction as shot time available links when the number of transferred beacon messages of less than than the threshold stability. Whenever greater mobility leads the AANET, large number of unstable link persists.

Mechanism 3: Topology control based on link stability

Whenever there is a change in network topology that change must be communicated to all other nodes i an effective way. In order to accomplish this task, stable node that is, node with long time available link is selected to broadcast the topology changes. To avoid excessive flooding because of too many stable, an agent selection algorithm is employed here. This agent selection algorithm chooses the highly stable to disseminate the topology change information.

After selecting the stable links, stable nodes and effective way for topology information dissemination, the routing is carried out similar to OLSR. The OLSR uses MPR (Multipoint Relaying) to avoid broadcasting duplicate messages in network [25]. The MPR set is a set of aircrafts which is created in AANET based the density of aircrafts and link stability. The nodes in MPR set is the minimum set of one-hop nodes which covers two-hop nodes. Thus routing through MPR set ensures the network coverage.

4. HSRP: Hierarchical Space Routing Protocol

HSRP aims at providing efficient and reliable communication in AANET with the use of node movement features. This protocol has been designed based on the zone routing protocol (ZRP) for the mobile ad hoc networks [25] that works based on the zones of the node. ZRP is a hybrid routing which combines both proactive (IARP) and on-demand routing protocols (IERP), where IARP is a kind of proactive link-state protocol that keeps track of the routing information for nodes which are available inside the zone. The IERP is a reactive routing protocol which maintains the route discovery and route maintenance services depending upon the connectivity examined by the IARP. IERP is enabled when the destination of the node is outside of the stipulated zone. For routing beyond the zone, BRP (border broadcasting resolution protocol) is employed that makes use of routing information provided by the IARP and follows query control mechanisms to identify the neighbor zone [26]-[31].

By inheriting aforementioned features of ZRP, HSRP has been framed, in that the zones of aircrafts is decided based on the aircraft flow rate and maximum spatial radius which in turn directs to fall in either proactive (IARP) or reactive (IERP) protocols.
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This protocol takes into account the aircraft flow rate, speed of aircraft, aircraft density, and flight free stream velocity and aircraft dangerous density as the node movement features. The aircraft flow rate is described as the number of passing aircrafts in a certain point at unit interval, flight speed denotes the velocity of aircrafts, aircraft density is the number of aircrafts on the unit length of air path at particular time, the flight free stream velocity refers to the speed of air traffic flow when there is no aircraft, the aircraft dangerous density indicates number of aircraft on a air path at particular time with minimum distance.

The routing process is carried out in three phases. The first phase is aircraft flow rate determination, where the values of all node movement features is determined and based on the value of flight free stream velocity and aircraft dangerous density, the relationship between aircraft flow rate, speed of the aircraft and aircraft density is assessed. The core idea behind the HSRP protocol lies in dynamically changing the update frequency of beacon messages according to aircraft flow rate, in which beacon message interval is calculated as a non-periodic function of aircraft flow rate. Whenever greater mobility exist in AANET, aircraft density and aircraft flow rate is larger, thus more neighbor state needs to be updated, improving the update frequency of beacon messages.

The second phase is for dynamic correction of spatial radius. The reason for dynamically correcting the maximum spatial radius is to reduce the routing control overhead of both proactive and on-demand routing protocol. Routing among the same radius for a long time irrespective of aircraft flow rate affects either IARP or IERP. So, the maximum spatial radius is either decreased or increased according to the change of aircraft flow rate. Thus, equally balancing the routing overhead of IARP and IERP, the performance of overall routing is maximized in AANET.

The third phase involves in choosing the suitable routing method based on the dynamically calculated value of the maximum spatial radius. If the destination aircraft of the packet is inside the stipulated spatial radius then, the IARP is initiated by looking into the routing table which has necessary routing information of all nodes within this radius. If the destined aircraft is outside the maximum spatial radius, the IERP is initiated, which takes care of route discovery and route maintenance with the help of information provided by IARP and forward the packets to the border of the zone. After that, BRP plays role in sending the packets to destined aircraft with the use of query control mechanisms.

Another optimization technique is employed in HSRP protocol for avoiding no uniformity of spatial radiiuses of aircraft node. This non-uniform character of aircraft node results in redundant routing information, thus creates a chance for routing overhead. In order to avoid the problem of spatial coverage, space generation algorithm is designed, where the node with maximum spatial node is selected as the management node based on the aircraft flow rate and node state information. The selected management node broadcasts link state messages to invite other nodes joining in the newly created space. The management node is changed when three condition meets. One is , there is a change in the spatial radius of the management node, second is the management nodes are in communication range of other nodes and final one is, a node is not in the any space and able to create its own space. This process avoids the problem associated with spatial coverage.

IV. RESULTS DESCRIPTION

The AANET is delay sensitive and highly dynamic multi-hop network environment. The unique nature of this environment poses critical challenges towards achieving fine-tuned applications. The following are unresolved problems in airborne network.

Gateway Discovery: The gateway for in-flight communication in ground infrastructure is sparsely distributed. The gateway acts a bridge between ground and aircrafts ad hoc networks. If an aircraft’s suffers to discover the gateway, the air-air communication will get affected more. In such situation, acquiring the connectivity from right gateway is still being open problem in AANET.

Node Density: The aircrafts are scattered over the sky with very long distant. Because of the greater mobility nature of aircrafts, the density of aircraft over the sky will not be uniform. The number of aircrafts to self-configure the dynamic network may be continuously changing. Routing in such unstable environment should ensure the connectivity irrespective of node density. So matured routing among moderate and low density aircraft is still being an open problem.

Bandwidth Utilization: The variation of aircrafts location tends to have difference in channel quality even though, all aircrafts in same frequency and same transmission rate. So, the effective channel assignment and utilization and link quality estimation is an open problem in AANET.

Frequent Topology Changes: Because of the greater mobility of aircrafts, the topology is often gets changed in AANET. The right prediction about mobility pattern will assist to cope up with the topology changes. But the intelligent mobility prediction with 3D is still an unsolved problem in AANET.

V. CONCLUSION

The emerging AANET area plays vital role in air traffic safety, civil aviation and route planning over sky. Because of its critical design challenges such as mobility, number of nodes, size of the network, routing in AANET is becoming toughest problem to solve. In this paper, various widely used routing method has been thoroughly studied. AeroRP, GRAA, A-GR, DMDR and MQSPR have considered mobility aspects of AANET. NoTe-TBR is the only protocol which has considered the node density aspect of AANET. GRRA, A-GR and MQSPR have taken into account the topology changes of AANET. GLSR, A-GR, DMDR and MQPSR have considered the bandwidth limitation. The PLAR estimates the duration of link availability for selecting routing path. The HSRP protocol traces the movement of aircraft nodes and select the path accordingly. The routing method which considers all design issues is still in research.
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